that point they see that their GPS shows they have travelled 1km north and 1km south. Their GPS is working perfectly, No curve road, No reverse. They are travelling in straight road. Is it possible?

8) There are two persons and a chocolate brownie cake as shown below. The length of cake is 15 inches and width is 20 inches. Is it possible to divide this cake equally between them? Justify your answer.

**QUESTION SET 2.1 (ILLOGICAL)**

1) There are two nails, they loved each other and they married on Wednesday. On Monday they got a child. What will be his name? (Clue- Africa)

2) In a village where is only two saloons and two barbers- Salim and Aamir. Salim has a very luxury saloon, well dressed and with a very nice gentle hair style whereas Aamir has a poor saloon, not well dressed and with a badly trimmed hair style. Both of them have same cost price.

   If you are in that village and you want to cut your hair from whom would you like to cut your hair? Justify it. (Clue- No one can cut his hair on his own)

3) Salim has a pet dog and Salman has a pet peacock. Both of them are neighbours. Both of them goes early morning and come back at late night. Both of their pets play together. One night when Salim came to his home he finds that there’s an egg in his garden. Salim tells that I will take this egg because this is my garden whereas Salman tells that it’s my peacock’s egg so I will take it. Who should take the egg? How? (Clue- egg)

4) Three turtles are crawling along a straight road heading in a same direction. “Two turtles are behind me” says the first turtle. “One turtle is behind me and one is ahead” says the...